PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

All-in-one concept
for testing and analysing
wood-based products
Over the last few years, there has been a sharp increase in attention
on process and product quality, the acceleration of production
times, and health and safety in the workplace. IMAL, a leading
manufacturer and supplier of equipment and systems for the
production and processing of wood-based products, shares how
they harness world-class technology for a safer and more cohesive
product assessment process.
ALL-IN-ONE “SMARTLAB”
LABORATORY CONCEPT
An investment which has come to
fruition over the last few years is
the design and construction of the
“Smartlab” – an IMAL laboratory
concept that is equipped with all

the devices needed to cover a wide
range of laboratory tests on samples
of wood-based products to analyse
and assess their relative properties.
The “Smartlab” also has an area for
producing sample boards for testing;
this includes a laboratory press, belt
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dryer, blender and former to carry out
research and test properties without
impacting production durations.

MMW100 millimetre
wave gauge

MILLIMETRE WAVE GAUGE (MMW100)
The MMW100 millimetre wave
gauge for measuring surface weight,
moisture content and thickness
along the cross section of the board
is used to achieve an accurate online
quality control. A patent of IMAL-PAL,
this device analyses the material
using non-destructive millimetre
wave technology. As electromagnetic waves are used, unlike
X-ray operated systems, no specific
safety requirements are needed. The
penetration properties are equivalent
to X-rays but without any of the
collateral effects in terms of operator
health and safety. Compared to X-ray
operated systems, millimetre waves
are able to discriminate between the
various layers of the panel and so in
the case of particleboard and oriented
strand board panels, the device not
only measures the surface weight,
moisture content and thickness of the
panel as a whole, but the core layer
and the two outer layers as well.
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The results of the measurements taken
may be retrieved from the database
over the company network to monitor
fibre quality and execute corrective
actions that may be needed. This is
aimed at achieving the best possible
refining quality and minimising power
requirements during the production
process.
Furthermore, the Fibercam software
displays the production trend over the
last 24 hours to monitor the production
process and intervene where necessary.
The extremely accurate analysis, rapid
data processing times and direct online
operation helps in accelerating the time
required for screening tests.
ONLINE FIBERCAM WITH OPTICAL
TECHNOLOGY
Another technology used to
accelerate production times to obtain
a homogenous product and meet
work process requirements is the
online Fibercam optical screen which
measures the percentage of various
fibre granulometries using optical
technology. The analysis is conducted
online and the principal properties
of the fibre are processed directly at
the dryer outfeed, generating virtually
instant results. The technology
developed for the online Fibercam
stems from previously acquired
experience with the laboratory
Fibercam, confirming the importance
and value of IMAL PAL’s research and
development team. Again, nondestructive technology is adopted,
allowing the measurement to be taken
without ruining the fibre, with elevated
measurement repeatability and
rapid response times. A visualisation
programme processes and interprets
the images of the scanned fibre
samples, providing data that may be
added to the production process data.
The analysing software, in conjunction
with the numerous images taken,
calculates the actual length (extension)
and width of the fibre even in cases
where the fibres are laid over each
other. Denser lumps, on the other hand,
are not analysed.

Fibercam online
optical screen

DynaXscale BPPX with X-ray
technology
The DynaXscale BPPX is an X-ray
operated measuring system for the
continuous and accurate measurement
of the weight-per-surface area of
a board (kg/m2), notwithstanding
the high speed at which the board
travels along the conveyor. The unit is
equipped with X-ray tubes designed to

ensure that the emission characteristics
are suitable for these particular
measuring requirements, combined
with solid state crystal receivers (the
“state-of-the-art” in terms of X-ray
receivers).
Both devices – the transmitter and
receiver – have been designed
to achieve elevated sensitivity to
variations in density and good
measuring accuracy, without neglecting
the prime objective which is that of
ensuring they are perfectly safe to use.
The X-rays emitted by the transmitters
are collimated to prevent any potential
scattering (which would generate noise
and consequently negatively impact
the measurement) and to minimise
X-ray emission in the area surrounding
the unit, making the DynaXscale
BPPX totally safe to use. Again, nondestructive technology is applied.
This device, like many other equipment
items from the IMAL range, can
be customised to meet customer
specifications in relation to the type
of boards produced, the weight to be
measured and board dimensions. P
All images are credited to IMAL

DynaXscale weightper-area measuring
system

DynaXscale
software interface
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